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SUMMARY: When a solid object is immersed into ionized gas it gets brought
to a certain value of electrostatic potential and surrounded by a space charge region
called ‘plasma sheath’. Through this region, particles are attracted or repelled from
the surface of the charge collecting object. For collisionless plasma, this process is
described by the so-called orbit limited theory, which explains how the collection of
particles is determined by the collector geometry and plasma velocity distribution
function (VDF). In this article, we provide explicit orbit-limited currents expressions for generalized Lorentzian (κ) distributions. This work is useful to describe
the charging processes of objects in non-collisional plasmas like the solar wind,
where the electrons VDF is often observed to exhibit quasi power-law populations
of suprathermal particles. It is found that these ‘suprathermals’ considerably increase the charge collection. Since the surface charging process that determines the
value of electrostatic potential is also aﬀected by the plasma VDF, calculation of
the collector potential in the solar wind is described along with some quantitative
predictions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When an object is immersed into the plasma
it causes electrostatic disturbances in the surrounding area. The reason of these disturbances that do
not exist in neutral gases relies on collection by the
object’s (afterward also called collector) surface of
charged particles from the plasma. Since the light
plasma electrons are faster than the ions, they will
more frequently collide with the surface of the col-

lector. This way the surface gets charged and a
‘plasma sheath’ is formed around the object (Langmuir 1923). The sheath size
 is of the order of the
plasma Debye length LD = 0 kb T /qn (where n, T
and q are density, kinetic temperature and charge of
particles, while 0 and kb stand for dielectric permittivity of vacuum and the Boltzmann constant) and
it contains a net amount of charge in order to balance the potential of the collector surface. If there
are no additional processes responsible for the elec27
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tron emission (photoelectric eﬀect, secondary emission, sputtering...) then the potential is expected
to be negative. On the other hand, photoelectrons
ejected from the illuminated surface are dominant in
the sheath around objects in the solar wind, so the
potential becomes positive in order to prevent loss of
too many electrons.
In the pioneer work on this topic Mott-Smith
and Langmuir (1926) ﬁrst established a theory of orbit limited motion of particles, calculating the incoming particle ﬂux on the collector surface for multiple geometries and plasma velocity distribution functions (VDFs). This work has been extended by many
authors. For laboratory plasmas the theory has a
lot of limitations, mostly due to very short Debye
lengths (Allen 1992, Annaratone et al. 1992). On the
other hand, in probe design (Laframboise and Parker
1973) and space plasmas it has found a great number
of applications, especially in determining spacecraft
ﬂoating potentials (see e.g. Scudder et al. 2000, Kellogg et al. 2009), while the quantitative description
of suprathermal particles is important for interpretation of electric ﬁeld ﬂuctuations measurements (Martinović et al. 2016) and charging of dust particles
(Meyer-Vernet 1982, Rosenberg and Mendis 1992,
Mishra et al. 2013) in the solar wind.
None of the VDFs which have been considered
by previous authors took accurately into account the
eﬀect of suprathermal particles in the surface charging process. However, non-maxwellian distributions
exhibiting large suprathermal tails are ubiquitous in
several non-collisional plasma environments and, in
particular, in the solar wind (Maksimović et al. 2005,
Štverak et al. 2009).
VDFs observed by particle analyzers in the solar wind frequently exhibit a power-law behaviour at
large energies and are therefore conveniently modeled by κ distributions (Maksimović et al. 1997).
Commonly used models separate three fractions of
particles - the core, halo and strahl. The biMaxwellian core contains thermal particles, while
halo is described by the ‘bi-kappa’ function, both
being deﬁned by parallel and perpendicular temperatures with respect to the magnetic ﬁeld direction.
The strahl is deﬁned as a beam of particles moving
outward from the Sun and is also described by the bikappa distribution, shifted by certain mean velocity
from the ﬁrst two components (Štverak et al. 2009).
This kind of the VDF persists in the solar wind as
the plasma moves away from the Sun (Zouganelis et
al. 2004).
Presence of these fast non-thermal particles
modiﬁes both the value of the surface potential and
the amount of particles collected by the charged surface of a certain potential. The orbit limited theory
quantitatively describes both of these eﬀects, and is
given in Section 2 for the case of κ distributions. The
theory presented below can be observed as a generalization of the method given by Laframboise and
Parker 1973 to non-thermal plasma. Some applications to the solar wind are discussed in Section 3.
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2. ORBIT LIMITED THEORY
FOR κ DISTRIBUTIONS
2.1. Deﬁnition and characteristics of
κ distributions
This kind of the VDF is actually a generalized Lorentzian (Scudder 1992) power law distribution with a higher percentage of suprathermal particles compared to a classic Maxwellian and is deﬁned
as


Γ κ+1
1


f (v) =
κ+1 , (1)
3 Γ κ − 1/2 
(πκ)3/2 v0κ
2
1 + κvv 2
0κ

where Γ(x) denotes the gamma function and v0κ is
the thermal speed related to the kinetic temperature
T as
0.5

2κ − 3 kb T
v0κ =
,
(2)
κ
m
with m being the particle mass. The VDF is deﬁned for κ > 1.5 and for κ → ∞ it reduces to the
Maxwellian distribution. This property is important
for the solar wind since the value of the κ index
can be used as a measure of ‘nonthermality’ of the
plasma (low values of κ assume signiﬁcant portion
of suprathermal particles while for κ ≥ 10 the VDF
is so close to the Maxwellian that it can be considered thermal). Further on, it is convenient to deﬁne
the average velocity as the ﬁrst moment of the 3D
distribution (Chateau and Meyer-Vernet 1991)

< v >κ = 2



κ Γ κ−1

 v0κ ,
π Γ κ − 1/2

(3)

which converges to the Maxwellian value of < v >=

8kb T /πm for very large values of the κ index.
2.2. Basics of the model
Since the solar wind plasma we observe here
is not Maxwellian and has extremely long mean free
paths (∼ 1AU) it means that collisions can be neglected. We will assume that the radius of the collector rc is much smaller than the particles’ mean
free path and that every particle has its own trajectory that comes from the ‘inﬁnity’ towards the collector. Also, for cylindrical and spherical collectors,
the plasma local Debye length (and the size of the
plasma sheath) is required to be very large compared
to the radius of the collector. Since LD ≈ 5 − 10m
at distances 0.3 − 1 AU from the Sun, both of these
conditions are satisﬁed in the solar wind.
We observe a particle moving with the velocity v in the electrostatic potential φ(r) and note vr
and vt to be radial and tangential components of
the particle velocity vector with respect to the collector surface. It can be shown directly from the
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laws of conservation of angular momentum and energy (Mott-Smith and Langmuir 1926) that a particle, in order to be able to reach the collector, needs
to satisfy following conditions
vr2 + vt2 +

2qφ
> 0, vr > 0 .
m

κ DISTRIBUTIONS

Solutions
 of Eq. (4) deﬁne two hyperbolas with semiaxes ± 2|qφ|/m. Results for both qφ < 0 (attracting potential) and qφ > 0 (repelling potential) are
given in Fig. 1. Flux of particles that reach the surface are calculated by integrating the VDF over the
shaded surfaces. This method is analogues to one
used by Laframboise and Parker (1973).

(4)

2.3. Flux corrections
Now we deal with corrections to the ﬂux of incoming particles per unit surface area of the charged
collector. If the collector which is immersed into the
plasma is not charged (has zero potential) then the
ﬂux of incoming particles will be
I0 =

n<v>
,
4

(5)

which is a well known result of classical thermodynamics, not depending on the VDF. On the other
hand, this result will be modiﬁed for a ﬁnite value of
the potential. As seen below, this change depends on
both the collector geometry and VDF of particles.

Fig. 1.
Regions in velocity space used for integration of particles for attracting (left) and repelling
(right) collector potential. Substitution β =

2|qφ|/m is made for clarity.
2.3.1. Attracting potential (qφ < 0)

If the potential is attractive (has the opposite sign of particles’ charge) then it will increase the
incoming particle ﬂux. The exact correction of particle ﬂux for Maxwellian VDF has been calculated by
Laframboise and Parker (1973) for three diﬀerent cases - plain, cylindrical and spherical geometry. Here,
we extend those results for κ distributions, showing that a higher portion of suprathermals will make the
plasma more sensitive to the potential of the collector.
Plain geometry produces one-dimensional potential well. We will assume that the object surface is
inﬁnite in the yz-frame and potential φ is dispersed over the x-axis. For Maxwellian distribution we have
∞

I = nπ −3/2 v0−3 eη √
dvx
−2qφ
m

with v0 =

∞
−∞

∞

dvy

2

−∞

2

2

2

2

2

dvz vx e−vx /v0 e−vy /v0 e−vz /v0 = I0 ,

(6)


2kb T /m and η = −qφ/kb T . Analogously, for κ distributions we have
Iκ = n

∞
Γ(κ + 1)
dvx
√
3
−2qφ
Γ(κ − 1/2)π 3/2 κ3/2 v0κ
m

∞

∞

−∞

dvy

−∞

vx

dvz
1+

2 +v 2 +v 2 + 2qφ
vx
y
z
m
2
κv0κ

κ+1

.

(7)

−1
−1
−1
, y = vy κ−1/2 v0κ
and z = vz κ−1/2 v0κ
. Putting these into
From here we make substitutions x = vx κ−1/2 v0κ
Eq. (7) we obtain

Iκ = n

Γ(κ + 1) κ1/2 v0κ
Γ(κ − 1/2) π 3/2

∞
√
ηκ

∞

dx

−∞

∞

dy

−∞

dz

x
1 + x2 + y 2 + z 2 − ηκ

κ+1

,

(8)

where
ηκ = −

qφ
2
.
2κ − 3 kb T

(9)

The integral in Eq. (8) is equal to π/(2κ(κ − 1)) and is not dependent on φ. Replacing Eq. (3) into Eq. (7)
we obtain
n < v >κ
4
concluding that there is no change to the particle ﬂux with potential in the plane geometry.
Iκ = I0κ =

(10)
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Cylindrical geometry. In this geometry it is convenient to use a cylindrical coordinate system with
z-axis parallel to the central axis of the collector and angle θ as the angle between the velocity of a particle
and the line which is orthogonal to the z-axis. We start from Eq. (6) in Laframboise and Parker (1973) for
the ﬂux per unit surface
∞

I = nπ −3/2 v0−3 eη √
dvr
−2qφ
m

π/2
−π/2

∞

dθ

−∞

2

2

2

2

dvz e−vr /v0 e−vz /v0 vr2 cos θ ,

(11)

for Maxwellian distribution, which gives the well-known result
I = I0 [2π −1/2 η 1/2 + eη erfc (η 1/2 )]

(12)

where erfc (x) is the complementary error function. Now we use the same approach for the κ distribution
by rewriting Eq. (11)
Iκ = n

∞
Γ(κ + 1)
dvr
√
3
−2qφ
Γ(κ − 1/2)π 3/2 κ3/2 v0κ
m

π/2
−π/2

∞

dθ

−∞

dvz 
1+

v 2 cos θ
2
vr2 + 2qφ
m +vz
2
κv0κ

κ+1 .

(13)

−1
−1
and y = vz κ−1/2 v0κ
and obtain
From here we make substitutions x = vr κ−1/2 v0κ

Iκ = I0κ

4Γ(κ + 1/2)
π 1/2 Γ(κ − 1)

∞
√
ηκ

x2 dx
.
(1 + x2 − ηκ )κ+1/2

(14)

For the zero potential we have
∞
0

x2 dx
π 1/2 Γ(κ − 1)
,
=
4Γ(κ + 1/2)
(1 + x2 )κ+1/2

(15)

and, consequently, we have a trivial result Iκ (φ = 0) = I0κ .
In the general case (the non-zero potential), Eq. (14) can be represented in terms of regularized
hypergeometric function 2 F̄1 as


(16)
Iκ = −2I0κ π −1/2 Γ(κ + 1/2)ηκκ−1 2 F̄1 κ − 1, κ + 1/2, κ, 1 − ηκ .
For diﬀerent integer values of κ the general solution is given in Table 1 and Fig. 2. It is clearly visible
that increase of the ﬂux is not negligible if the Maxwellian is replaced with the κ VDF.

Table 1. Expressions for correction of the particle
ﬂux due to attracting potential of a cylindrical collector for multiple values of κ index.
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κ

Iκ /I0κ

2

1−(2η)3/2
1−2η

3

9+61/2 η 3/2 (2η−5)
(3−2η)2

4

−500+101/2 η 3/2 (175+12η(η−7))
4(2η−5)3

5

19208+141/2 η 3/2 (−5145+2η(1323+10η(2η−27)))
8(7−2η)4

Fig. 2. Particle ﬂux correction factor in cylindrical geometry due to attracting potential for diﬀerent
values of κ index. Black line is the result given by
Mott-Smith and Langmuir (1926), and Laframboise
and Parker (1973) for Maxwellian electrons. See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version
of this ﬁgure.
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Spherical geometry. In this case we use spherical coordinates with potential φ in the x-direction
and vx = v cos θ. We obtain for Maxwellian distribution
∞

I = nπ −3/2 v0−3 eη √
dv
−2qφ
m

π/2

2π

dθ

0

0

dψe−v

2

/v02

v cos θv 2 sin θ ,

(17)

resulting with I = I0 (1 + η). On the other hand, the same method for κ distribution gives
Iκ = n

∞
Γ(κ + 1)
dv
√
3
−2qφ
Γ(κ − 1/2)π 3/2 κ3/2 v0κ
m

π/2
0

2π

dθ

0

v 3 sin θ cos θ
κ+1 .
v 2 + 2qφ
m
1 + κv2

dψ 

(18)

0κ

−1
Substituting x = vκ−1/2 v0κ
we obtain
∞

Iκ = I0κ 2κ(κ − 1)
which is solved to give


Iκ = I0κ

√
ηκ

x3 dx
,
(1 + x2 − ηκ )κ+1


2κ − 2
η .
1+
2κ − 3

(19)

(20)

The solution is given in Fig. 3, clearly noting that spherical collectors are more sensitive to the variation of
the VDF than cylindrical ones.
Iκ = I0κ (1 − ηκ )1−κ .

(21)

For very large values of κ, Eq. (21) converges
to the well-known Maxwellian limit eη . The result is
given in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Particle ﬂux correction factor in spherical geometry due to attracting potential for diﬀerent values of the κ index. Black line is the result of
Mott-Smith and Langmuir (1926), and Laframboise
and Parker (1973) for Maxwellian electrons. See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version
of this ﬁgure.
2.3.2. Repelling potential (qφ > 0)
All the above calculations assume positive η
and ηκ , meaning that the potential is attractive. If
this is not the case then we deal with the repelling
potential which will eﬀectively reduce the incoming
particle ﬂux. To calculate this ﬂux, we make use
of the same condition given in Eq. (4), integrating
along the surface given in Fig. 1 (right). This effectively means that, when ηκ is negative, the lower
limit of integration in Eqs. (8), (14) and (19) can’t
go below zero. All three of these equations give the
same result for the repelling potential

Fig. 4.
Particle ﬂux correction factor due to
repelling potential for diﬀerent values of the κ index. Black line is the result given by Mott-Smith
and Langmuir (1926), and Laframboise and Parker
(1973) for Maxwellian electrons. See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this ﬁgure.
2.4. Validity of theory for non-ideal
collector shapes
If the collector is not an ideal cylinder or
sphere than it is necessary to acknowledge limits for
usage of the theory given above. As noted in Section 2.2, the ‘orbit limited criterion’ for the results
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above to be valid is that all particles arrive to the
collector from ‘inﬁnity’, so none of the particles can
originate from the collector surface. If we assume
the opposite - that a particle does originate from the
surface of the collector and then returns to it, than
such a particle needs to pass through an equipotential point where it will have zero kinetic energy E
(and the maximum distance from the surface) before
it starts to ‘descend’ back. Consequently, the criterion is E = 0 for spherical surfaces and E⊥ = 0 for
cylindrical ones.
Since these analyses are observing only a single particle without any collective eﬀects, than the
results given by Laframboise and Parker (1973) (see
Section 3 of that paper) are valid for κ distributions
as well as for Maxwellian one. This is the reason why
the detailed analysis will not be repeated here, but
only the results.
If we have a cylindrical collector than it will
not be possible for any of the particles that satisfy
conditions from Eq. (4) to pass the surface twice, so
we conclude that the ‘orbit limited criterion’ is valid
for cylinders for any kind of VDF. Another important point is that, since near the inﬁnite cylinder we
 → 0), we can apalways have a zero electric ﬁeld (E
ply the theory not just for circular cylinders but for
any kind of a convex cylinder. On the other hand,
for spheroids there are limitations for the ratio of
the major to minor axis. For a prolate spheroid, the
maximum ‘allowed’ ratio is 1.653 and for the oblate
‘Earth-like’ one, the maximum ratio is 2.537. If the
spheroid is not completely convex (there are ﬂat surfaces on it), the theory is not applicable. This statement has been conﬁrmed for geometries of several
spacecraft (see e.g. Kellogg et al. 2009).
3. APPLICATIONS IN
THE SOLAR WIND
The velocity distribution for both protons and
electrons has been theoretically derived by many authors and measured with particle analyzers during
various missions. These results show that the κ index varies with the heliographic distance and solar wind speed. The closest distance covered with
spacecraft that give reliable VDF measurements is
up to ∼ 0.3AU. By analyzing the data, it has been
proven (see e.g. Štverak et al. 2009) that, beside the
Maxwellian core that carries ∼ 90% of all particles,
the κ index decreases with distance from the Sun for
both the halo and strahl components. Moreover, it
is also evident that κ is lower for the fast solar wind.
Measured values give κ ≈ 10 at 0.3AU decreasing with ∼ r0.65±0.15 for the slow wind (for both
the halo and strahl), κ ≈ 7 at 0.3AU decreasing with
∼ r0.45±0.1 (halo) and κ ≈ 14 at 0.3AU decreasing
with ∼ r0.9±0.1 (strahl) for the fast wind (Maksimović et al. 2005, Štverak et al. 2009). Approximate values (with ∼ 20% measurement errors) are
given in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the κ index for non-thermal
parts of VDFs measured by HELIOS between 0.3 and
1 AU. Results are given in details in the work by
Štverak et al. 2009. Uncertainties of the results are
less than 25%.
During the missions that cruise towards the
Sun, spacecraft need to make the journey from 1AU
where they experience the surroundings of the solar
wind described by VDF of κ ≈ 4 − 5 to conditions
where the κ index is greater than 10. Beside this,
the temperature and density of the solar wind signiﬁcantly change along the way, which gives growth
to the random ﬂux of particles given by Eq. (5).
Since
the random ﬂux of protons is approximately

mp /me ≈ 43 times smaller than the one of the electrons, it can be neglected when we consider charging
in the solar wind.
On the other hand, the illuminated surface of
the collector will emit electrons due to the photoeffect. The ﬂux of the photoelectrons jph depends only
on the sunlight intensity (decreasing with the square
of the distance from the Sun) and properties of the
surface material. For a given cover material and frequency of incident radiation, the rate at which photoelectrons are ejected from the surface is directly
proportional to the intensity of the incident light.
Since the current of secondary electrons can
be neglected in the solar wind (Escoubet et al. 1997)
we have the equilibrium condition that the current
produced by the photoelectrons escaping from the
collector potential well and the current of electrons
collected from the surrounding plasma I0κ are mutually balanced. If the distribution of emitted photoelectrons is Maxwellian, we have for the current
balance equation:
S⊥ jph e

eφ
b Tph

−k

= SIκ

(22)

where S⊥ and S are sunlit and total surface of the
collector, charge q is replaced by −e and Iκ is given
by Eqs. (10), (16) and (20), depending on the geometry. With Tph we mark the photoelectron temperature. This parameter has been measured by many
authors and is found to be ∼ 3 eV (Henri et al. 2011)
for spacecraft covers and ∼ 2 − 2.7 eV for standard
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BeCu antennas (Scudder et al. 2000, Pedersen et al.
2008, Kellogg et al. 2009). Assuming these parameters, the potential φ of the collector can be found as
the solution of Eq. (22). Since the values of Iκ are by
an order of magnitude below the values of jph in the
solar wind, it is clear that potential of the antenna
and spacecraft surface will be positive - attracting
electrons. A negative potential can appear only in
shadowed areas.
Aﬀection of the strahl. By the name strahl
is presumed an anisotropic beam-like fraction of the
VDF. Although participation of the strahl in the total particle population is less than 5% and decreases
with distance from the Sun, it carries a signiﬁcant
fraction of the heat ﬂux since the beam is faced
away from the Sun along the magnetic ﬁeld direction (Maksimovic et al. 2005). The strahl is well
described by the κ distribution shifted by the mean
velocity vbeam . Consequently, in the reference frame
moving with the velocity vbeam , it can be described
by a standard κ VDF with the mean velocity < v >s0
given by Eq. (3). On the other hand, in the spacecraft reference frame (if we consider the magnetic
ﬁeld to be radial in the ﬁrst approximation) the particle random ﬂux on the sunlit surface originating
from the strahl is given as I0κs = ns < v >s /4
where ns is the number density of particles in the
beam and < v >s =< v >s0 +vbeam . The contribution of this component is additive to the isotropic
part.
4. CONCLUSION
Any charged collector object in the plasma
will perturb it by attracting particles with the opposite charge and repelling particles with the charge
of the same sign. The orbit limited theory, established by Mott-Smith and Langmuir (1926), quantitatively describes this eﬀect, proving that both the
collector charging and collection of surrounding particles depend on the collector shape (geometry) and
plasma VDF. Laframboise and Parker (1973) applied
the theory to the plasma probe design, using a new
mathematical model, applicable to space plasmas. In
this work, the same approach is used to extend the
orbit limited theory to the solar wind plasma described by the κ distributions. These results are of
importance since the accurate determination of the
spacecraft and antenna potential is needed for improvement of in situ measurements in space missions.
By analyzing the plain, cylindrical and spherical geometries it is shown that the correction of the
particle ﬂux at the surface of the collector in a space
plasma is strongly dependent of the VDF shape.
A higher percentage of suprathermals (that corresponds to lower values of the κ index) considerably
increases the particle collection, with spheres being
more sensitive than cylinders. These results are valid
for any kind of convex cylinders, while spheroids have
strictly deﬁned maximum level of elongation that
must not be breached for the calculations to be trustworthy.
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On the other hand, the collector charging process is also deﬁned by the same parameters. Electrostatic potential of the illuminated surface is calculated directly from the balance of the photoelectron
and plasma current. Calculation of the surface potential using results presented here can be performed
for a spacecraft and its antennas more accurately in
comparison with standard calculation that assumes
a thermal plasma, since it enables implementation
of a more realistic plasma model described by the κ
distributions.
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Originalni nauqni rad

Kada se qvrsto telo nalazi okrueno
jonizovanim gasom ono biva dovedeno na
odreenu vrednost elektrostatiqkog potencijala i okrueno naelektrisanom regionom
zvanim ”plazmeni plaxt”. Kroz ovaj region
qestice bivaju privuqene ili odbijene od
povrxine naelektrisanog tela (kolektora). Za
plazmu u kojoj nema sudara, ovaj proces je
opisan teorijom ograniqenog orbitalnog kretaǌa, koja objaxǌava na koji naqin je intenzitet sakupǉaǌa qestica odreen geometrijom kolektora i funkcijom raspodele samih
qestica. U ovom radu dati su eksplicitni izrazi za orbitalne struje kod funkcija
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raspodele oblika generalizovanog lorencijana (κ raspodele). Razultati ovog rada su
korisni u opisivaǌu procesa naelektrisavaǌa objekata u nesudarnim plazmama kao
xto je Sunqev vetar, gde merene funkcije
raspodele sadre netermalne brze qestice i
opisane su stepenim κ funkcijama. Pronaeno
je da brze ”supratermalne” qestice znaqajno pojaqavaju sakupǉaǌe qestica na kolektoru. Kako funkcija raspodele takoe utiqe i
na proces formiraǌa elektrostatiqkog potencijala povrxine kolektora, dat je i postupak
izraqunavaǌa istog u Sunqevom vetru zajedno
sa nekim kvantitativnim predviaǌima.

